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Overarching context 
• Obstacles to translating pre-clinical research to clinical 
• Imperative to do more trials with fewer patients; to “get a 

signal” earlier….many drugs and no validated targets 
• Clinical trials often don’t turn out as planned 
• We then try to improve the next trial by tweaking, e.g., 

inclusion criteria, outcomes, follow-ups, and biomarkers  
– We believe that this will “reduce heterogeneity” 

• Lack of success of disease-modifying treatments led to 
recommendations to identify subgroups that are more 
likely to respond 
– Post-hoc analyses of clinical trials 
– Predictors of progression in observational studies   

• We investigated effects of implementing several recently 
suggested changes for enrichment 
 



Data sources 

• Data from meta-database  
– (R01AG03756, Synthesis of Longer-Term Alzheimer 

Disease Studies) 
– Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study 
– Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative 
– Coalition Against Major Diseases 

• More than 6500 participants 
– Not-impaired to MCI to AD 
– 6.7% African American 
– 8.2% Hispanic 

Kennedy et al, Alzheimer Dement, 2014 



Simulation methods 

• Designed to mimic a typical clinical trial with 
treatment and placebo arm, 1:1 allocation 

• Simulated typical clinical trials using resampling 
methodology 
– 50-400/arm, 12-24 months, 20-40% dropouts 

• Treatment and placebo groups constructed by 
resampling from the entire meta-database 

• Treatment effect added to scores in treatment 
group, with effect sizes of 0.15 to 0.55 

Schneider et al, Alzheimers Dement, 2010 



List of studies 

• Post hoc ApoE 
• Minority representation 
• Biomarkers ApoE 
• Biomarkers Aβ 
• Age 
• Adaptive design: sample size reestimation 
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Trials Outcomes Analyzed by ApoE Status 
• Rosiglitazone 
• Bapineuzumab phase 2 
• Tarenflurbil 
• Bapinuzumab phase 3 
• Future trials 

– Abeta antibodies 
– Pioglitazone (Takeda/Zinfandel) 
– Tramiprosate (Alzeon) 

 



Bapineuzumab 201 Trial 



Bapineuzumab 301 and 302 trials 

APOE ε4 carriers APOE ε4 non-carriers 

Salloway et al 2012, Sperling et al 2012 



Post-Hoc Analyses of ApoE 

• ApoE is most common marker for post hoc 
analysis 

• Recent commentary suggested analysis with 
<100 subjects/arm may lead to false positive 
findings 
– Placebo arm should have faster progression for 

ApoE4+, but opposite results in some trials 
• We conducted simulation studies to evaluate the 

extent of this problem 
– Wider range of sample sizes 
– More diverse set of trials examined 

Stone et al, Pharmacogenomics J, 2010 



 

Simulations of ApoE4- trials 

Kennedy et al, submitted  



Post-Hoc Analyses of ApoE 

• Up to 25% of MCI trials and 37% of AD trials had 
greater rate of progression in ApoE4- 
– Majority of these were not statistically significant 

• Proportion of statistically significant results 
favoring ApoE4- decreased with sample size 
– <5% with 125 subjects/arm for AD 

• Consistent with chance findings due to small 
sample size 

• Post-hoc analysis of ApoE with smaller samples 
may give incorrect target for future trials 

Kennedy et al, Alzheimer Dement, 2015 



Increased Minority Participation 

• Low minority enrollment in clinical trials may reflect 
provider/study bias as well as participant bias 
– Exclusion of comorbidities common in minorities 
– Concerns over dropout and retention 
– Increased variability on outcome measures 

• We examined this issue across our meta-database 
(additional support from P30AG031054, UAB RCMAR) 

– Meta-analysis of rates of medical comorbidities 
– Simulations of outcomes with African American 

participation ranging from 20% to 80% 

 
 Watson et al, Health Affairs, 2014 



Increased minority participation 

Kennedy et al, submitted 



Increased minority participation 

• African Americans had higher rates of several 
disorders (primarily cardiovascular and 
respiratory) 
– Based on small numbers for many disorders  
– May need to be considered in medication dosing 

• However, increased participation of African 
Americans had little impact on trial outcome 
– Small (about 5%) decreases in power with smaller 

samples (less than 100 per group) 
– Nearly identical power with larger samples 

Kennedy et al, submitted 



Enrichment using biomarkers 

• Some drug development programs target putative 
disease biomarkers, such as ApoE4 or CSF Aβ1-42 

• ApoE4 / Aβ1-42 could serve to enrich prevention and 
symptomatic clinical trials for likely responders 

• Conflicting data raise questions about utility of ApoE4 as 
inclusion criterion in routine clinical trials 

• Aβ1-42 is highly correlated with ApoE4 status 
• We examined this issue across our meta-database 

– Simulations of outcomes with ApoE4+ ranging from 0% to 100% 
of the sample 

 

Schneider et al, Alzheimer Dement, 2010 
Kennedy et al, Alzheimer Dement, 2014 



MCI CSF Aβ42 positives (--) and negatives (--)  

ADAS-cog 

CDR-sb 



Enrichment Using Biomarkers (ApoE) 

Little difference in power with ApoE4 enrichment 
if no differential treatment effect present 

Kennedy et al, Alzheimer Dement, 2014 

 



Enrichment Using Biomarkers (Aβ) 

Schneider et al, Alzheimer Dement, 2010 

Little difference in power with Aβ1-42 
enrichment compared to clinical criteria Little difference in power with Aβ1-42 

enrichment compared to clinical criteria 



Enrichment using biomarkers 

• ApoE4+ enrichment generally resulted in less than 3% 
increase in power for each simulation condition 
– Use of enrichment should depend on demonstrated differential 

effect by ApoE4 genotype 

• Recruitment time and/or number of sites would increase 
– About 60% of AD trial participants are ApoE4+ 

• Similar results apply with Aβ1-42  
– About 70% of AD patients will meet Aβ1-42 cutoffs 

• Enrolling all participants (with possible stratification on 
ApoE4 / Aβ1-42 ) is more effective in most trials 
 
 



AD trials outcomes based on age 

 



Outcomes based on age 

 

Schneider, Kennedy, et al, Neurology 2015 



Outcomes based on age 

 

Schneider, Kennedy, et al, Neurology 2015 



Differences based on age 

• Differences in change on the ADAS-cog 
between older and younger are substantially 
greater than those expected between 
experimental drugs and placebo in current trials 
or those between marketed cholinesterase 
inhibitors and placebo.  

• The clinical interpretation of change on the 
ADAS-cog or MMSE differs depending on age 

• Considering effects of age on rates of change is 
particularly important regarding clinical practice 
and the outcomes of trials 

Schneider, Kennedy, et al, Neurology 2015 



Effect of Sample Size Re-estimation in Adaptive 
Clinical Trials for Alzheimer’s Disease and Mild 

Cognitive Impairment 
 

Richard E. Kennedy, MD, PhD, Guoqiao Wang, MS, Gary R. Cutter, PhD, 
Lon S. Schneider, MD 

 
 



Sample size in clinical trials 

• Clinical trials to slow progression of AD have 
been uniformly negative 

• One explanation is smaller observed effects than 
expected 
– Progression in AD and MCI are highly heterogonous 

• Inaccurate pre-trial estimates of effect could lead 
to inadequately powered trials 

• Many phase 2/3 trials include < 400 patients or  
< 160 per group 

• Adaptive trial designs may offer advantages over 
traditional designs in such circumstances 

Wang, Kennedy, et al, A&D:Translational Research and Clinical Interventions, 2015 



Adaptive trial designs 
• Allow deviations from pre-specified trial design 

based on ongoing trial monitoring 
– Sample size re-estimation 
– Allocation to treatment groups (“play the winner”) 
– Dose-finding regimens 

• Several potential advantages 
– Decreased trial duration 
– Smaller, required number of subjects 
– Increased power to detect treatment effects 

• Cost = complexity of trial execution and analysis 
• Adaptive design can’t rescue poorly planned trial! 

Lai et al, Ann Rev Pharmacol Toxicol, 2012 



Sample size re-estimation 

• Can increase the sample size and improve power based 
on initial data collected during the course of a trial 

• Interim data analysis is used to estimate effect size in 
current sample 
 
 
Where N0 and E0 are initial sample size and effect size 
            E is interim effect size 
            a is a tuning parameter 
            N is re-estimated sample size  

• Usually incorporates early stopping (trial already 
successful) and futility (too many subjects required) 
 

Wang, Kennedy, et al, A&D:Translational Research and Clinical Interventions, 2015 



Methods 
• Data from meta-database of 18 ADCS studies + 

ADNI 
– 1418 subjects with mild AD, 1192 subjects with MCI  

• Simulated trials were created using resampling 
methodology with simulated treatment effect 
– ADAS-cog as primary outcome measure 
– Sample sizes of 50, 100, 200, 300 and 400 per group  
– AD: 12 and 18 month long trials 
– MCI: 18 and 24 month long trials  
– Dropout rates of 20% and 40% in both groups 
– Effect sizes from 0.15 to 0.25 (i.e., small to medium) 

for treatment effect (or slowing of decline) 
Kennedy et al, Alzheimer Dementia, 2013 



Methods: sample size re-estimation 

• Evaluated two methods for re-estimation 
– Effect size (requires adjustment of α level) 
– Variance (does not require adjustment of α level) 

• Single re-estimation at 6 months or at 12 months 
• Adjusted sample size is based on 

– Original sample size 
– Ratio of interim effect size / variance to pre-trial effect 

size / variance 
• Increase in sample size is not necessary if 

significance is achieved by interim analysis 

Wang, Kennedy, et al, A&D:Translational Research and Clinical Interventions, 2015 



Methods: statistical analysis 

• Primary analyses:  Wilcoxon test of differences 
in ADAS-cog endpoints between treatment and 
control groups 

• Secondary analyses:  Mixed effects linear model 
(random coefficients / slope model) of difference 
in slope between treatment and control 

• Power = proportion of 1000 simulated trials per 
scenario with p value ≤ 0.05 

• Analyses in SAS 9.3 and R 2.15.1 (with nlme 
package 3.1-89)  
 

Wang, Kennedy, et al, A&D:Translational Research and Clinical Interventions, 2015 



Simulation Outcomes: AD (Effect Size) 

Wang, Kennedy, et al, A&D: Translational Research and Clinical Interventions, 2015 



Comparison between SSR at 6-months 
based on variances and effect sizes 

Wang, Kennedy, et al, A&D: Translational Research and Clinical Interventions, 2015 

Simulation Outcomes: MCI 



Sample size re-estimation: conclusions 
• Sample size re-estimation in MCI due to AD and AD clinical trials can be 

effective in critical circumstances 
– For MCI: SSR at 6 months with 100 subjects / group added 23% and 24% power for 18 

and 24 month trials 
– For AD: SSR at 6 months with 100 subjects / group added 16% power for 18 month trials 

• Depends heavily on the number of subjects accumulated for interim 
analysis and true treatment effect size 

– Too few: imprecise estimate of effect size/variance leading to poor prediction of sample 
size 

– Too many: subjects are already enrolled, so no advantage over traditional clinical trial 

• Sample size re-estimation in MCI and AD must incorporate longitudinal 
design 

– Recruitment period is shorter than trial duration, interim analysis does not have any 
complete data 

– Variance of outcome measure increases over time 

• Depends on type of uncertainty in pre-trial estimates 
– Effect size: both mean and variance uncertain 
– Variance: mean known, variance uncertain 

Wang, Kennedy, et al, A&D: Translational Research and Clinical Interventions, 2015 



Conclusions and Discussion 



Summary 

• Discussed a range of scenarios 
– Post hoc ApoE 
– Minority representation 
– Biomarkers ApoE 
– Biomarkers Aβ 
– Age 
– Adaptive design: sample size reestimation 

 



Summary 

• Subgroup selections can have negative impact if not 
properly implemented 
– Incorrect subgroup selection based on post-hoc analysis of 

ApoE4 or Aβ 

– Unnecessary exclusion of minority participants 

– Unnecessary restriction of severity (e.g., MMSE) 

– Unnecessary restrictions on age 

• Simulation studies can be a valuable tool for pursuing 
enrichment strategies 
– Cannot replace “real-world” clinical trials 

– Can guide selection among competing strategies to increase 
probability of success 

– Provide a reasonable way to manage design considerations in 
clinical trials, better than expert opinion, conventional wisdom  
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